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[57] ABSTRACT 
A variable transmission output coupler and deviation-
less tuner forms a part of a tunable laser cavity. The 
device uses frustrated total internal reflection to pro-
vide variable output coupling and laser tunability simul-
taneously. Two Pellin-Broca prisms are pressed against 
each other by a variable spring pressure mechanism. An 
adjustable screw regulates the variable force, control-
ling the thickness of an air film between. two prism 
faces. The Pellin-Broca prisms enable t,uning the laser 
without angular deviation of the output beam. All 
beams enter and exit at Brewster's Angle, minimizing 
losses. No coatings are used on the optical elements, 
reducing the possibility of damage at high operating 
power of the laser. The coupler may be used in pulsed 
as well as continuous wave lasers. 
6 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 

















VARIABLE TRANSMISSION OUTPUT COUPLER 
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. vate manual lever 11. A base plate 12 for the device is 
formed of material which can be magnetically attracted 
to the holder 10 at desired times. Upon or within the 
base plate 12 is a rotational stage 13 for the device 
s which can be finely adjusted circumferentially through 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION a limited range by a manual adjusting knob 14, geared 
The present invention was made during the designing or otherwise operatively coupled with the stage 13. 
of a ring-dye laser system for spectroscopic use. In Mounted on the rotational stage 13 to tum therewith 
accordance with the main objectives of the invention, is a flat carriage plate 15 on which the primary optical 
an optical output coupler for lasers provides variable IO components of the device are held. More particularly, a 
output coupling and simultaneous tunability without pair of opposing Pellin-Broca prisms 16 and 17 rest on 
angular deviation, with all laser beams at Brewster's the carriage plate 15 and are held in opposing guided 
Angle. The device can be used with pulsed or continu- relationship by a system of locator blocks 18, 19 and 20. 
ous wave lasers. The two locator blocks 18 and 19 are parallel and are in 
No known variable output coupling devices with all 15 sliding engagement with the end faces of the two prisms 
the qualities described above exist in the prior art. Out- 16 and 17. The third block 20 disposed at right angles to 
put coupling mirrors do not provide variable coupling. the blocks 18 and 19 solidly engages the adjacent side 
Birefringent tuners provide tuning wittlout providing edge of the Pellin-Broca prism 16. The three locator 
output coupling. Other prism methods provide tuning blocks 18, 19 and 20 are securely anchored to the car-
but not output coupling. Mirrors require changing 20 riage plate 15 by pairs of screws 21. 
when going from one wavelength to another. Dielectric Variable pressure is exerted against the side face of 
coatings on optical components are susceptible to dam- the prism 17 which is remote from and parallel to the 
age at high powers. Birefringent tuners are extremely locator block 20 by a compression block 22 immediately 
expensive with the above-stated limitation. above and on the carriage plate 15. The compression 
The device in accordance with the present invention 25 block 22 contains a cavity 23 which contains a compres-
possesses, among others, the following advantages: sion spring 24, engaged at one end by a micrometer 
(1) The transmission c~fficient C8;11 be changed in a shaft 25. The shaft 25 forms a part of a conventional 
controlled manner to obtam the maxunum laser output manually o rated microm ter dri 26 h. h . h Id 
or desired light flux within a cavity. pe e ve w ic ~s . e 
(2) There is negligible angular deviation of the output 30 through screw-threaded engagement as at 27 within a 
beam as the laser is tuned in wavelength. sup~rt block 28, fixedly secured by screws 29 t~ the 
3. Losses through.undesirable reflections, scattering c~age plate 15 at one e?d of the latter. By thIS de-
and absorption are minimized. sc17bed arrangement, ":ariable press~e through the 
(4) The coupler can be used over the entire wave- sp~g 24 and compress~on block. 22 1s exerted on t~e 
length range for which the glass (or other material) used 35 pmm 17, thereby changing the thickness of a gal? or air 
for the prisms has a low absorption. film 30a (FIG. 2) l~ated betw~n the two opposing flat 
(5) The possibility for damage is minimized even at faces 30 of the Pellin-Broca P?Sms. . . . 
high powers since no dielectric coatings are employed. '!hC: amount of output coupling desired IS ac~1eved by 
The novelty of the present invention over the prior adjusting the: pressure ex.erted by the. compression block 
art is believed to reside in the use of two Pellin-Broca 40 22 on the prum 17. Optimum coupling can be selected 
prisms for obtaining variable output coupling from the ~ this manner: The inve~tion u!filzes frustrated t?tal 
laser systems. Novelty also is present in that the device internal.reflection to provide vanable output couph~g. 
achieves variable transmission through an output cou- The adjustable prc:ssure exerted by the. compression 
pier, while simultaneously providing tuning capability block 2~ on the prum 17 controls the t~ckness of the 
for a tunable laser system without producing any angu- 45 gap or. air film 30a between the two opposing faces 30 of 
Jar deviation of the output, or losses due to unwanted the prams 16 and 17. 
reflections. This gap is so small that it is represented by a single 
Other features and advantages of the invention will line in the figures. The Pellin-Broca prisms allow tuning 
become apparent to those skilled in the art during the the laser without angular deviation of the output beam. 
course of the following detailed description. so All beams enter and exit the device at Brewster's Angle, 
minimizing losses. The possibility of damage is mini-
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WING mized even at high powers since no dielectric coatings 
FIGURES are employed on the prisms. 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a variable transmis- By rotating the stage 13 carrying the prism assembly 
sion output coupler and deviationless tuner for tunable SS around the axis 31, negligible deviation of the output 
lasers according to the present invention. beam over the entire tuning range of the laser is assured. 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of the device in FIG. 1. Preferably, the Pellin-Broca prisms 16 and 17 are 
FIG. 3 is ll fragmentary vertical section taken on line SF-11 (dense flint) for obtaining high dispersion. Other 
3-3 of FIG. 2. types of glass could be used in some cases, such as BK7 
FIG. 4 is a partly schematic plan view of the inven- 60 glass, part number ABO 10 (Optics for Research). 
tion showing its use as a part of a tunable laser cavity Referring to FIG. 4, a pump laser beam 32 is reflected 
within a ring-dye laser system. by a flat mirror 33 onto a concave mirror 34 which 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Referring to the drawings in detail wherein like nu- 65 
merals designate like parts throughout the same, the 
numeral 10 designates a conventional permanent mag-
net holder or base member having an activate/deacti-
reflects the laser beam into a dye jet stream 35. The 
emitted laser beam comprises two coaxial oppositely 
directed beam segments 36 and 37, which are reflected 
by additional concave mirrors 38 and 39 to form one 
entrance beam 40 and another beam 42. The beam 42 is 
reflected by another mirror 43 to form a beam 41, re-
4,723,841 
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fleeted by a flat mirror 44 to produce a second entrance 
beam 45. 
The two entrance beams 40 and 45 are shown in FIG. 
2. Both beams enter the prism 16 at Brewster's Angle 
and are refracted as shown graphically in FIG. 2 and S 
exit the prism 17, again at Brewster's Angle, as two 
refracted exit beams 46 and 47. It can be noted in FIG. 
2 that the opaque elements 18, 19, 20 and 22 are spaced 
said micrometer drive further comprising a micrometer 
head including said shaft, and a mounting block for the 
micrometer head, said mounting block being fixedly 
attached to the carriage plate. 
4. A variable transmission output coupler and devia-
tionless tuner for tunable lasers comprising a supporting 
base means including a stage adapted to rotate on one 
axis of rotation, support and precision locator means for 
a pair of abutting Pellin-Broca prisms on the stage in such a manner as not to interfere with the entering 
and exiting of the laser beams into and from the Pellin-
Broca prisms. 
A Faraday rotator and compensator 48, FIG. 4, can 
be interposed in the beam 41 to provide undirectional 
operation of the laser. Only one output beam will then 
be obtained from the laser. 
10 adapted to rotate therewith, and precision manually 
operable means attached to said stage to apply a vari-
able yielding pressure against one Pellin-Broca prism in 
a direction forcing it towards the other prism, said 
prisms having opposing faces, the spacing of said loca-
lS tor means and the means to apply variable yielding 
pressure against one Pellin-Broca prism being such that 
two unobstructed areas are provided on two perpendic-
ular faces of each prism enabling two laser beams to 
Alternative constructions of the device are possible. 
For example, use of a piezo-electric transducer, to-
gether with a micrometer head, to obtain fine and 
coarse adjustments of pressure is possible. This system 
can be used as a modulator for the laser, or as a laser 20 
intensity stabilizer, in conjunction with a feedback loop 
containing a differential amplifier. Furthermore, the use 
of a thin film spacer between the prism faces 30 will 
change the output characteristics of the device accord-
ing to the properties of the film spacer. 2S 
It is to be understood that the form of the invention 
herewith shown and described is to be taken as a pre-
ferred example of the same, and that various changes in 
the shape,_ size and arrangement of parts may be re-
sorted to, without departing from the spirit of the inven- 30 
tion or scope of the subjoined claims. 
We claim: 
1. A variable transmission output coupler and devia-
tionless tuner for tunable lasers comprising a supporting 
base, a rotationally adjustable stage on the supporting 3S 
base, a carriage member on the stage to tum therewith, 
spaced locator blocks on the carriage plate including a 
pair of parallel locator blocks and one locator block 
disposed at right angles to said pair, two Pellin-Broca 
prisms on the carriage plate within the space defined by 40 
said locator blocks, said prisms being separated by a 
gap, a compression block on the carriage plate in abut-
ment with one Pellin-Broca prism and being operable to 
change the width of said gap between said two prisms, 
and variable spring measure means acting on said com- 4S 
pression block in one direction and urging it yieldingly 
toward said one prism. 
2. A variable transmission output coupler and devia-
tionless tuner for tunable lasers as defined in claim 1, 
said variable spring pressure means comprising a com- SO 
pression spring acting on said compression block, and a 
micrometer drive on the carriage plate including a mi-
crometer shaft engaging said spring to vary the tension 
thereof. 
3. A variable transmission output coupler and devia- SS 
tionless tuner for tunable lasers as defined in claim 2, 
60 
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enter one prism and to exit the other prism. 
5. A variable transmission output coupler and devia-
tionless tuner for tunable lasers as defined in claim 4, 
and said precision manually operable means comprising 
a spring-urged compression block engaging and acting 
on one prism, and a precision adjustable device includ-
ing an axially movable shaft connected with the spring-
urged compression block to vary the tension of the 
spring acting on the compression block. 
6. A laser apparatus, comprising: 
(a) A variable transmission output coupler and devia-
tionless tuner for tunable lasers including a sup-
porting base, a rotationally adjustable stage on the 
supporting base, a carriage member on the stage to 
tum therewith, spaced locator blocks on the car-
riage plate including a pair of parallel locator 
blocks and one locator block disposed at right 
angles to said pair, two Pellin-Broca prisms on the 
carriage plate within the space defined by the loca-
tor blocks, said prisms being separated by a gap, a 
compression block on the carriage plate in abut-
ment with a first said Pellin-Broca prism and being 
operable to change the width of said gap between 
said two prisms and variable spring pressure means 
acting on said compression block in one direction 
and urging it yieldingly toward said first prism; and 
(b) a laser beam reflecting system operable to form 
two entrance beams which are directed through 
two perpendicular faces of the second said Pellin-
Broca prism in two unobstructed regions on said 
second prism between the spaced locator blocks, 
said beams being refracted and exiting through two 
perpendicular faces of the first said Pellin-Broca 
prism at two unobstructed regions thereof between 
said pair of parallel locator blocks and said com-
pression block. 
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